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Our Trade Mark

Section of Kohler Ware with trade mark (actual size) in the enamel.

Grinding at corner shows trade mark under surface of enamel.

The word KOHLER is our trade mark. It is permanently

fused into the enamel in faint blue letters.

IDENTIFICATION—As a distinguishing mark it is found

easily and quickly at all times.

PREVENTION OF SUBSTITUTION— It is unremovable

and always in sight even after installation.

In addition to the trade mark in the enamel every piece of

Kohler Ware has the word Kohler cast in raised letters on the

under side or on the back of the article.

This mark guarantees that each article of which it is a

part, is made in the world's largest

enameled plumbing wäre factory and
that every fixture thus marked is of

Kohler quality—the highest.

Location of trade mark on "Viceroy"
bath tub.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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KOHLER OF KOHLER

KOHLER OF KOHLER identifies an institution and a Community, and

suggests cheir intimate relation one with the other.

To a great and growing public, in America and abroad, KOHLER
OF KOHLER also Stands for the highest commercial attainment in one of

the oldest arts known to man, the application of enamel to a metal surface,

here exemplified in the manufacture of enameled iron plumbing fixtures of

high quality.

If the name thus seems to have several meanings, they are nevertheless

inseparably linked. For here, in a beautiful village of Eastern Wisconsin, near

Sheboygan, a group of skilled and experienced men reflect in their product

the unusual ideals and conditions under which they live and work. "He who

toils here hath set his mark."

In some dim age of antiquity it was discovered that the beauty of the

precious metals could be enhanced by the use of enamel and the practice thus

suggested continues today. Meanwhile, the uses of the metals, and particu-

larly of iron, had become better known. Not for ornament alone, nor for

warlike purposes, but for a thousand peaceful ends, they had been found

suited; vessels of iron, easily shaped, yet strong and lasting, marked one of the

forward strides of civilization.

The day came when, like the metals, enamel was discovered to have a

value other than for mere ornament. Its smooth, hard, clean surface, its im-

perviousness, its durability, suggested numerous uses, particularly for sanitary

purposes.

The most notable progress in the commercial development of enamel has

been made within comparatively recent times, and much of this progress is

practically the history of Kohler of Kohler. The bath tub, lavatory and sink

are necessary furnishings in every modern home. For these, white enameled

iron has established itself as the most populär and satisfactory material, the

material best adapted to successful manufacture.

The widespread preference for enameled iron fixtures is due largely to a

Kohler achievement—the discovery of means of making every fixture white

American Club, Home for Single Men of the Kohler Co. Organization
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KOHLER OF KOHLER

Houses on School and Church Streets

rather than near white. And the smooth, white blanket of Kohler enamel,

with its enduring luster, is easy to keep clean.

A day spent in the great Kohler factory reveals convincing reasons for the

unusual excellence of Kohler Ware. An immense foundry is the starting

point. Up in the cupola house you can see a powerful electric crane depositing

loads of iron. Ordinary iron, it looks to be—but you will notice that it seems

to be of several kinds, each of which is weighed out separately before being

melted. The reason is that Kohler chemists have carefully analyzed each

kind and have determined the exact proportion of each required for the best

plumbing wäre castings.

Gaze into the great cupola furnaces as they are mechanically charged with

iron and fuel, their fiery depths roaring and pulsating with fervent heat!

Then down in the room below, watch the steady stream of molten metal that

pours out like a waterfall, fascinating and beautiful!

By means of conveyors, like a network of overhead railways, the melted

iron goes to all parts of the foundry and is poured into the molds that have

Nature Theater, a Center of Recreation at Kohler
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KOHLER OF KOHLER

Kohler Co. Chemical Laboratories

been made ready. Presently there emerges from the mold a smoking, gray

object, sandy and uninviting now, but about to become a graceful and immacu-

late Kohler fixture.

The process of molding, in the Kohler foundry, has been brought to a high

degree of perfection. Fixtures that you have thought of as Coming only in

sections are here cast all in one piece, eliminating dirt-catching cracks and

joints. Much of the molding is done by means of wonderful machines—ma-

chines made and patented by the Kohler Co.—with the result that the castings

are made economically in quantity and have a uniformity otherwise scarcely

attainable. In fact, the foundry throughout is equipped with wonderful de-

vices that keep the molten iron and the completed castings moving on their

way, eliminating much that would otherwise be costly and back-breaking

drudgery.

The completed casting is placed on a slowly moving platform, until it

reaches a special room where it is suddenly engulfed in a terrific sandblast.

When it emerges from this, it looks

very different; all the sand has been re-

moved, leaving the clean gray iron. It

is then ground with an abrasive wheel

to remove all roughness and unevenness.

One more sandblasting, and it comes

out smooth and ready for theenamel.

Remarkable as are the equipment

and processes throughout the Kohler

plant, the real secret after all is in the

Kohler enamel. Ingredicnts, brought

from Greenland, and from the far,

stränge places of the earth, are ground

and mixed ; fused in a fiery furnace until

they become a heavy liquid that looks

like cream soup; plunged suddenly

into cold water where large, irregulär

7
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KOHLER OF KOHLER

Pouring a Bath Tub Mold

crystals are formed; dried; pulverized

in great revolving cylinders—to come

out at last a powder as smooth and soft

and white astalcum. Something in the

process has made the Kohler enamel

better than ordinary enamel— some

secret known only to the Kohler Organ-

ization renders the enamel white,and

smooth, and durable, giving to Kohler

fixtures at once a distinction and a

Utility unique and characteristic.

As we pass through the Enameling

Department, you will see that the Cast-

ings are placed in glowing furnaces

where they become red hot. Then for

a moment they are taken out, and over

them, by means of an instrument not

unlike a flour sifter, the white powdered enamel is evenly sifted. For true

enamel is not a paint, as you may have imagined. The smooth, glossy coat

that every Kohler fixture wears is really a sort of opaque glass, formed by fus-

ing this stränge powder on the hot castings.

There are fixtures small and large, simple or pretentious; but the same

enamel is applied to all of them, always with the same painstaking skill.

Kohler fixtures are of one quality only, and that the highest. Only the best

materials are used, though there are instances where, at some sacrifice of

quality in the finished product, cheaper materials would do.

And now for one of the most important features. Your desire for Kohler

fixtures may be disappointed unless you have the means of identifying them.

The label pasted on them may be removed. The name is cast on the bottom

of each, but you cannot conveniently turn a heavy bath tub over to see the

name. So during the process of enameling, the name Kohler is incorporated

in the enamel itself, in dainty blue letters, inconspicuous, unnoticed unless

you are looking for it— but

mighty important, just the

same; a symbol of pride, a mark

of responsibility, an assurance

of worth. No other brand of

enameled wäre is thus identified;

the mark is a sure means of

knowing a Kohler fixture.

The Kohler trade mark indi-

cates that the article on which

it appears is of the uniform

Kohler Standard. To maintain

this Standard every fixture is

"Hcating a Bath Tub in Oven for Enameling subjected tO a rigid inspection
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KOHLER OF KOHLER

Enameling a Köhler Bath Tub

at each Step in its manufacture, from the casting to the finished piece.

The inspectors are under a chief inspector and independent of the foremen

and superintendents. They thus exercise an independent judgment, instant-

ly rejecting any work that is not up to the Kohler Standard.

The quality of materials, the perfected tcchnique, advanced processes, and

high skill that characterize the manufacture of Kohler Ware; the unequaled

quality of the Kohler enamel; and, finally, the permanently visible trade mark
in the enamel, an exclusively Kohler feature — these leave little room for

hesitation as to the kind of fixtures you should choose.

And Kohler Ware costs no morc to install than inferior fixtures. Your
architect or dealer will be able to give you further information, should you

not see in this book exactly

the fixture you wish. It is

especially advisable that you
endeavor to see a display of

Köhler Ware — no descrip-

tion, no picture, even, can do
it füll justice.

Inspecting Kohler Ware



KOHLER OF KOHLER

KOHLER AUTOMATIC
POWER AND LIGHT
The same exacting Standards

of quality that have for so long

been associated with Kohler

Ware, also mark another product

of the same Organization, Kohler

Automatic Powerand Light 110

Volt D. C, an electric generating

unit designed for farms, summer
homes and resorts, rural and

traveling institutions of all sorts,

and wherever electrical current

is required.

The purpose of the Kohler

Automatic, as of Kohler Enam-
eled Plumbing Ware, is to enable

people everywhere to enjoy the

comfort, convenience and in-

creased efficiency that result

from modern living conditions

and modern equipment. There

is no reason why, today, in the

most isolated Community, living

conditions should be primitive.

In order that the Kohler Automatic may give exceptional service and

satisfaction and may worthily uphold Kohler traditions, it is manufactured

complete in our own factory. It embodies a unique combination of fea-

tures, found in no other unit on the market, and protected by Kohler patents.

THERE ARE NO STORAGE BATTERIES with the Kohler Automatic,

except a small automobile-type battery for starting the engine. Current is

delivered direct from the generator. This is an important feature, for the

usual large bank of storage batteries wastes current, becomes more inefficient

with age, requires considerable personal attention, and is costly to replace.

STANDARD 110 VOLT CURRENT is generated by the Kohler Auto-

matic. This permits the use of Standard appliances, costing less than those of

lower voltage. It also reduces the cost of wiring. To produce 1 10 volt current

with batteries would require a bank of 56 large cells.

THE AUTOMATIC START AND STOP means that whenever you turn

on any electrical appliance the engine Starts automatically and generates the

current you want. In other words, to secure current you do exactly the

same thing as if you were getting your service from a central Station. When

10



KOHLER OF KOHLER

all your appliances are turned off, the Kohler Automatic stops itself. This

feature, and the absence of batteries, reduces personal attention to a minimum
—merely a renewal of oil, fuel and water once in a few weeks.

SUITED TO EVERY NEED. The Kohler Automatic is made in three

sizes, of 800 watts, 1500 watts, and 2000 watts capacity. The unit can

also be furnished for manual starting where desired. It can be arranged to

operate on gasoline or on natural or artificial gas.

The Kohler Automatic is today in use on farms, in country homes, summer
homes or resorts, churches, schools, country Stores, garages and filling stations,

ships, lumber camps, motion picture theatres, hospitals, hotels, factories, and

many other places. Special literature and information are gladly sent to all

who are interested.

THE OPERATING COST IS KEPT LOW by the automatic governor,

which tapers the consumption of fuel according to the amount of current

that is being used.

The Kohler Automatic is a triumph of modern engineering and manu-
facture. In scientific design, high quality of materials, and skilled work-

manship, it is a worthy Kohler achievement.

With the Kohler Automatic, not only is it possible to have safe, bright,

cheerful electric light, but

the multitudinous tasks of

both men and women can be

relieved of much of their

drudgery. The modern uses

of electric energy are well

known—best of all, perhaps,

to those who have long wished

that they might have it avail-

able. Important among uses

is the pumping of water, which

not only removes a bürden

of work, but points the way
to a home made comfortable

and sanitary by an instal-

lation of Kohler Enameled

Plumbing Ware.

Kohler Automatic Power and Light 1 10 volt D. C
Model S, 800 Watts
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Laundry FW

F-1200-A 20x24x12" slop sink.

F-1250-A Set of thrcc laundry
trays.

To lighten wash-day la-

bor the only recourse is to

reorganize the equipment

of the laundry. A Kohler

laundry tray, embodying

the high skill and exacting

ideals of the Kohler Organ-

ization, accords with the

best modern Standards of

cleanliness and Utility.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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The "Viceroy"
(Name Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

F-10-DJ Wall Pattern

KOHLER All Over Enameled ONE PIECE Bath Tub for

building in. Fitted with combination concealed top supply,

secret waste, and shower with mixer,* china handles and escut-

cheons, curtain and rail. Outlet in tub^at right hand end.

Shower illustrated can be furnished for any of our built in bath tubs

Dimensions Q Sizes

Width 30"
Height \7H"

4M' 5'

Depth
Rim

6'

17"

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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The "Viceroy"
(Name Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

WALL PATTERN

Top supply and secret waste fixture with compression valves, china handles and escutcheons

as illustrated are regularly furnished.

Can be furnished with fixtures as shown with any of our built in bath tubs.

For description and dimensions of bath tubs see opposite page.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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The "Viceroy"
(Name Reg U.S. Pat. Off.)

F-12-RJ Right Hand Corner Pattern

KOHLER All Over Enameled ONE PIECE Bath Tub for

building in. Fitted with combination built in over rim sup-

ply, secret waste and shower with mixer, china handles and

escutcheom, curtain and rail. Outlet in tub at right hand end.

Shower illustrated can be furnished for any of our built in bath tuba.

AW 5' $WDimension«
Width
Height

Sizes

30"
i7W

5'

Depth
Rim

6'

17"

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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The "Viceroy"
(Name Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

RIGHT HAND CORNER PATTERN

Top supply and secret waste fixture with compression valves, china handles and escutcheons

as illustrated are regularly furnished.

Can be furnished with fixtures as shown with any of our built in bath tubs.

For description and dimensions of bath tubs see opposite page.

It's in the Kohler Enamel

1!»



The "Viceroy"
(Name Reg.U. S. Pat. Off.)

F-14-J Left Hand Corner Pattern

KOHLER All Over Enameled ONE PIECE Bath Tub for

building in. Fitted with built in top supply and secret
waste fixture with compression valves, shower, china handles
and escutcheons, curtain and rail. Outlet in tub at left hand
end.

Shower illustrated can be furnished for any of our built in bath tubs.

Dimensiona Sizes W 5' 5W 6'

Width 30" Depth 17"
Height \7\V' Rim 3#"

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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The "Viceroy"
(Name Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

LEFT HAND CORNER PATTERN

Top supply and secret waste fixture with compression valves, china handles and escutcheons
as illustrated are regularly furnished.

Can be furnished with fixtures as shown with any of our built in bath tubs.

For description and dimensions of bath tubs see opposite page.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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KOHLER All Over Enameled ONE PIECE ßath Tub for

building in. Fitted with combination built in over nm
supply, secret waste, shower, needle sprays, mixer, china handles

and escutcheons, curtain and rail. Outlet in tub at right hand end.

Shower illustrated can be furnished for any of our built in bath tubs,

and with top instead of over nm supply.

Dimension* Sizes 4M' *' &
Width 30" Depth 17

Height 17W R»rn 3H

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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The "Viceroy"
(Name Reg. U S. Pat. Off.)

RECESS PATTERN

F-16-A to F-16-FA
baths have outlet
in tub at right
hand end.

F-17-FAtoF-17-IA
baths have outlet
in tub at left hand
end.

Top supply and secret waste fixture with compression valves, china handles and escutcheons
as illustrated are regularly furnished.

Can be furnished with fixtures as shown with any of our built in bath tubs.

For description and dimensions of bath tube see opposite page.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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The "Cardinal"
CORNER PATTERNS

F-22-TA

KOHLER Enameled ONE PIECE Bath Tub for building in.

Fitted with compression double bath faucet, offset supply pipes

and connected waste and overflow. Outlet in tub at left hand end.

F-24-SA

KOHLER Enameled ONE PIECE Bath Tub for building in.

Fitted with compression top supply and secret waste fixture.

Outlet in tub at left hand end.

Dimensions

Sizes
Width
Depth

4M'
29''

17"

5'

Height
Rim

Above bath tubs can be furnished with outlet at either right or left end, Attings in any position
shown with our built in bath tubs, and all over enameled, or with zinc,

ivory or piain white rinish.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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The "Cardinal"
RECESS PATTERNS

F-26-RA

KOHLER Enameled ONE PIECE Bath Tub for building in.

Fitted with compression over rim supply and secret waste

fixture. Outlet in tub at right hand end.

F-27-RA

KOHLER Enameled ONE PIECE Bath Tub for building in.

Fitted with over rim supply with exposed compression valves

and secret waste. Outlet in tub at left hand end.

Sizes
Width
Depth

Dimension»

4M'
29"
\7%'

Height
Rim

5K'
17M"
3"

Can be furnished with any Attings shown with our built in bath tubs.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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The "Baroness"

F-57-TK

KOHLER Enameled Bath Tub on painted base. Fitted with
compression double bath cock, offset supply pipes, and

secret waste with china knob. Can be furnished with enameled
base.

The "Colonna"

F-64-TL

KOHLER Enameled Bath Tub. Fitted with compression
double bath cock, offset supply pipes and connected

waste and overflow.

Above bath tubs can bc furnished with exposed Attings asshown on any of ourbathtubs.

Dimension« "Baroness" and "Colonna" Sizes 4' AW 5' 5H' 6'

Width 30" Depth 17"
Hcight 22W Rim 3"

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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The "Belmore"

KOHLER Enameled
ONE PIECE Lava-

tory, with patent overflow,

on enameled p e d e s t a 1

.

Complete with combination
compression supply and lift

waste fixture with china

handles and escutcheons,

supply pipes with stops,

and "P" trap.

Dimension»

Sizcs
Basin

20 x 28"
12 x 15"

24 x 34"
14 x 18"

F-145-PA

The "Columbia ,

KOHLER Enameled ONE
PIECE Lavatory, with pat-

ent overflow, on enameled pedes-

tal. Complete with compression

faucets with china handles, supply

pipes with stops, "P" trap, waste

plug and chain stay bolt.

Dimension»

Sizes
Basin

20 x 24"
12 x 15"

22 x 27"
.

14 x 18"

F-205-VA

Can be furnished with fittings as shown on any of our other lavatories.

It's in the Kohler Enamel



The "Emmet"

F-329-UOA

KOHLER Enameled ONE
PIECE Lavatory, with en-

ameled soap cup cast in slab,

draining into the patent overflow

;

on concealed hanger and enam-
eled leg Standard. Complete with
compression faucets and lift waste
with china handles, supply pipes

with stops and "P" trap.

F-329-UOA

F-332-A

KOHLER Enameled ONE
PIECE Lavatory, with en-

ameled soap cup cast in slab,

draining into the patent overflow;

on concealed hanger. Complete
with compression faucets with
china handles, supply pipes, "P

M

trap, waste plug and chain stay
bolt.

F-332-A

F-336-A "Derby" Design and Attings same as for F-332-A "Emmet" lavatory, except with
small compression faucets.

Dimensions
"Derby" "Emmet"

Sizes 17x21" 18x24" 20 x 24" 22 x 27"
Basin 11x14" 12x15" 12x15" 14x18"
Back 8" 10" 12" 12"

Can be furnished with fittings as shown through slab and back of any of our other lavatories,
except "Derby" lavatory cannot be furnished with combination fixtures or lift

waste through slab.

It's in the Kohler Enamel



The "Bretton"
(Name Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

F-577-UOA

KOHLER Enameled ONE
PIECE Lavatory, with

enameled soap cup cast in slab,

draining into the patent over-

flow; on concealed hanger and
enameled leg Standard. Com-
plete with compression faucets

and lift wastewith china handles,

supply pipes with stops and
'Tr trap.

F-577-UOA

F-580-A

KO H L E R Enameled ONE
PIECE Lavatory, with enam-

eled soap cup cast in slab, draining

into the patent overflow; on con-

cealed hanger. Complete with com-
pression faucets with china handles,

supply pipes, "P" trap, waste plug
and chain stay bolt.

F-580-A

F-582-A "Cecil" Design and fittings same as for "Bretton" lavatory, except with small
compression faucets.

Sizes
Basin
Back

Dimension»
"Bretton"
18x21"
11 x 15"

8"

"Cecil"
17 x 19"
11 x 14"

Can be furnished with fittings shown through slab and back of any of our other lavatories,

except "Cecil" lavatory cannot be furnished with combination
fixtures or lift waste through slab.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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The "Narobol"

K
F-604-UOA

OHLER Enameled ONE
PIECE Lavatory, with

patent overflow; on concealed
hangers. Complete with com-
pression faucets and lift waste
with china handles, supply pipes

and "P" trap.

F-6U4-UOA

The "Cläre'

F-608-A

KOHLER Enameled ONE
PIECE Lavatory, with en-

ameled soap cup cast in slab,

draining into the patent overflow;

on concealed hanger. Complete
with compression faucets with
china handles, supply pipes, "P"
trap, waste plug and chain stay
bolt.

F-608-A

F-614-A "Moore" Design and rittlings same as for "Cläre," except with small compression
faucets.

Sizes
Basin
Back

"Narobol"
14 x 26"

5^2"

Dimensions
"Cläre"
18 x 21"
11 x 14"

,

8"

"Moore"
17 x 19"
11 x 14"

6"

Can be furnished with nttings shown through slab and back of any of our other lavatories
except "Moore" lavatory cannot be furnished with combination supply and

secret waste fixture, and can furnish "Narobol" lavatory with plug and chain.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Lavatories

F-690-SA

F-690-SA "Kenneth"

KOHLER Enameled ONE
PIECE Lavatory, with

enameled soap cup cast in

slab, draining into the patent
overflow; on concealed hang-
ers. Complete with compres-
sion faucets and lift waste
with china handles, supply
pipes, and "P" trap.

F-752-A

F-752-A "Midget"

K~
OHLER Enameled ONE
PIECE Lavatory, with

patent overflow ; on concealed
hanger. Complete with com-
pression faucets, supply pipes,

*P" trap, waste plug and
chain stay bolt.

F-762-A

F-762-A "Bijou"

KOHLER Enameled ONE
PIECE Lavatory, with

enameled soap cup cast in

slab, draining into the patent
overflow; on concealed han-
gers. Complete with com-
pression faucets, supply pipes,

*P" trap, waste plug and
chain stay bolt.

Dimensions
"Kenneth" "Midget" "Bijou"

Size (on side) IbW 16xl5!4" (on side) 16"
Basin 11x14" 1W 1134"
Back 6" 5V2" 5 Vi"

"Kenneth" and "Bijou" lavatories can be furnished with Attings shown on any of our
other lavatories except combination supply and secret waste fixture.

Can furnish "Midget" lavatory with lift waste through back.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Kitchen Sink

F-1003-A

KOHLER Enameled ONE PIECE Apron Sink, with two
drain boards; on enameled adjustable legs and concealed

hangers. Complete with compression faucets, "P" trap, strainer
and tailpiece.

F-1003-A Length over all 74&"
F-1004-A Length over all 60V

Dimensiona F-1003 F-1004

Sizes 20x30" 22x30" 22x26"
Drain boards 20x24" 22x24" 22x19"
Length 74K" 74H" 60 Vi"

Back 12" Floor to top of rim adjustable from 30" to 36". Can furnish special length

legs allowing sink adjustment from 36" to 41".

Can be furnished with fittings as shown on any of our other sinks.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Kitchen Sink

F-1005-A

KOHLERfEnameled ONE PIECE apron sink with drain

\board, on enameled adjustable legs and concealed hangers.

Complete with compression faucets, "P" trap, strainer^and tail-

Piece.^ji^

F-1005-A With drain board on left hand side.

F-1007-A With drain board on right hand side.

Kitchenette sink as above, except without legs.

F-1008-A With drain boarri on left hand side.

F-1008-RA With drain board on right hand side.

Dimension*

Sizes

Drain board

Length

F-1005 and F-1007

20x30" 22x30"

20x24" 22x24"

52K" 52Hr/

F-1008

20x24"

20x20"

42W

Back 12" Floor to top of rim adjustable from 30" to 36". Can furnish special length

legs allowing sink adjustment from 36" to 41".

Can be furnished with Attings as shown on any of our other sinks.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Kitchen Sink

KOHLER Enameled ONE PIECE apron corner sink with
drain board, on enameled adjustable leg and concealed

hangers. Complete with compression faucets, P" trap, strainer
and tailpiece.

F-1013-A For Ieft hand corner with right hand drain board.
F-1015-A For right hand corner with left hand drain board.

Sink as above, except with drain board in corner. 22 x 30" size only.

F-1017-A For left hand corner with left hand drain board.
F-1019-A For right hand corner with right hand drain board.

Dimension«
Sizes 20x30" 22x30"
Drain board 20x24" 22x24"

f
F-1013 52K" 52H"

) F-1015 52X"Lentzth J F-1015 52^" 52H"Lcngtn
)
F-1017 52 K"

IF-1019 5214"

Back 12" Floor to top of rim adjustable from 30" to 36". Can
furnish special length leg allowing sink adjustment

from 36" to 41"

Can be furnished with Attings as shown on any of our other sinks.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Kitchenette Sinks

F-1016-RA

'OHLER Enam-
eled ONE

PIECE apron kitchen-

ette corner sink with

drain board, on con-

cealed hangers. Com-
plete withcompression
faucets, "P* trap,

strainer and tailpiece.

F-1016-A Forleft hand corner
with right hand drain board.

F-1016-RA For right hand
corner with left hand drain
board.

F-1016-RA

F-1020-A

F-1020-A

KOHLER Enam-
eled ONE

PIECE apron kitchen-

ette corner sink with

drain board, on con-

cealed hangers. Com-
plete with compression
faucets, "P" trap,

strainer and tailpiece.

F-1020-A For left hand corner
with left hand drain board.

F-1020-RA For right hand
corner with right hand
drain board.

Dimension«
Sire
Drain board
Length
Back

20 x 24'
20 x 20

Can be furnished with fittings as shown on any of our other sinks, and with enameled or

painted adjustable legs.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Kitchen Sink

F-1024-A

KOHLER Enameled ONE PIECE roll rim sink with two
drain boards, on painted adjustable legs and concealed han-

gers. Complete with compression faucets, "P" trap, strainer and
tailpiece.

Dimensions

Sizc 22x26"

Drain boards 22x19"

Length 60"

Back 12" Floor to top of rim adjustable from 30" to 36". Can
furnish special length legs allowing sink adjustment from

36" to 41"

Can be furnished with Attings as shown on any of our other sinks and with enameled

adjustable legs or concealed hangers only.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Kitchen Sink

F-1026-A

KOHLER Enameled ONE PIECE roll rim sink with drain

board, on painted adjustable lcgs and concealed
hangers. Complete with compression faucets, "P" trap, strainer

and tailpiece.

F-1026-A With left hand drain board.

F-1028-A With right hand drain board.

Dimension«

Sizes 20x26" 20x28" 20x30" 22x30"
Drain board 20x18" 20x20" 20x24" 22x24"

Length 42" 49" 52" 52"

Back 12" Floor to top of rim adjustable from 30" to 36" Can furnish
special length legs allowing sink adjustment from 36" to 41".

Can be furnished with nttings as shown on any of our other sinks and with enameled adjust-

able legs or concealed hangers only.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Kitchen and Kitchenette Sinks

F-1029-A

F-1029-A

KOHLER Enam-
e 1 e d ONE

PIECE roll rim kitch-

enette sink with drain
board, on concealed
hangers. Complete
with compression fau-

cets, ' P" trap,
strainer and tail-
piece.

F-1029-A With left hand
drain board.

F-1030-A With right hand
drain board.

F-1032-DA

KOHLER Enam-
e 1 e d ONE

PIECE roll rim sink
on concealed hanger
and 24" enameled
interchangeable
drain board on con-
cealed bracket. Com-
plete with compres-
sion faucets, "P"trap,
strainer and tailpiece.

F-1032-A Sink as above
without drain board.

Can furnish with drain
board 18" long.

F-1032-DA

Dimension!

F-1029-A and F-1030-A
Sizc 20x24"
Drain board 20x20"
Length 42"
Back 12"

16x24"
18x18"
18x24"
18x30"

F-1032-A (Sinkonly)
20x20"
20x24"
20x30"
20x36"

Back 12"

20x40"
22x30"
22x36"
22x42"

Can bc furnished with fittings as shown on any of our other sinks and with enameled
or painted adjustable legs.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Kitchen Sinks

F-1052-A

KOHLER Enameled ONE PIECE roll rim corner sink with
drain board, on painted adjustablelegandconcealedhangers.

Complete with compression faucets, "P" trap, strainer and
tailpiece.

F-1050-A For left hand corner with right hand drain board.
F-1052-A For right hand corner with left hand drain board.

Sizes
Drain board
Length

Dimension«

20x30"
20x24"

52"

22x30"
22x24"

52"

Back 12" Floor to top of rim adjustable from 30" to 36 ". Can
be furnished with special length leg allowing sink adjustment
from 36" to 41".

Can be furnished with fittings as shown on any of our other sinks, and with enameled
adjustable leg, or concealed hangers only.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Kitchenette Sinks

F-1053-RA

KOHLER Enam-
eled ONE

PIECE roll rim kitch-

enette corner sink

with drain board, on
concealed hangers.
Complete with com-
pression faucets, "P"
trap, strainerand tail-

piece.

F- 1 053-A For lef t hand corncr
with right hand drain board.

F-1053-RA For right hand
corncr with left hand drain
board.

F-1053-RA

F-1057-A

F-1057-A

KOHLER Enam-
eled ONE

PIECE roll rim kitch-

enette corner sink

with drain board, on
concealed hangers.
Complete with com-
pression faucets, "P"
trap, strainerand tail-

piece.

F-1057-A Forleft hand corner
with left hand drain board.

F-1057-RA For right hand
corner with right hand drain
board.

Dimension«

Size
Drain board
Length
Back

20 x 24'
20 x 20'

42 '

12'

Can be furnished with fittings as shown on any of our other sinks and with enameled
or painted adjustable legs.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Slop Sink

F-1199-A

KOHLER All Over Enameled ONE PIECE slop sink on
enameled adjustable Standard. Complete with compres-

sion faucets, cleanout plug and strainer.

F-1200-A Slop sink as above, Upper surfacc only enameled.

Dimensions
Sizes 16x20x12" 18x22x12" 20x24x12" Back 14"

Can be furnished with Attings as shown on any of our kitchen sinks.

F-1230

F-1230

KOHLER Enameled ONE
PIECE flat rim slop

sink, with strainer and collar

for lead pipe connection.

Dimensions

16x16x10" center outlet
16x20x12" end outlet
18x22x12" end outlet
20x24x12" end outlet
20x24x12" center outlet

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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F-1248-A

KOHLER Enameled ONE PIECE laundry tray on painted

adjustable Standards. Complete with soap dishes, wringer

holder, compression faucets, waste pipe, strainers with rubber

Stoppers and "P" trap.

Dimension«

Lcngth (double tray) 52*4" Width 26H" Depth 14H" Back 8"

Floor to top of rim adjustable from 34" to 36K"-

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Laundry Trays

F-1249-A

KOHLER All Over Enameled ONE PIECE laundry trays

on enameled adjustable Standards. Complete with soap

dishes, wringer holder, compression faucets, waste pipe, strainers

with rubber stoppers and "P" trap.

F-1250-A Trays as above, upper surface only enameled.

Dimension*

Length (each tray) 17Vi" Width 26%" Depth 14H" Back 14"

Floor to top of rim adjustable from 34" to 36K"-

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Sink and Laundry Tray

F-1251-KA

KOHLER Enameled
ONEPIECE Apron

sink and Laundry tray
on concealed hangers and
painted adjustable legs.

Complete with inter-

changeable combination
drain board and cover,

quick acting compression
mixing faucet with soap
dish, strainers, waste
pipe and "P" trap.

F-1251-LKA With sink on left hand side, as described.

F-1251-KA

Dimensions
Length (sink and tray) 50^" Wall to front
Depth Sink 6", Tray 13J4" Back

Floor to top rim adjustable from 30" to 34"

23X"
12"

F-1253-A

KOHLER Enameled
ONE PIECE Roll

Rim sink and laundry
tray on concealed hang-
ers and painted adjust-
able legs. Complete with
combination drain board
and cover, strainers, com-
pression faucets, soap
dish (under cover), waste
pipe and "P" trap.

F-1253-A

F-1253-LA With sink on left hand side, as described.

Dimensions
Length (sink and tray) 50"
Depth Sink 6". Tray 13^"

Floor to top rim adjustable from 30"„to 34"

Wall to front
Back

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Laundry Trays

KOHLER Enameled ONE PIECE laundry trays on adjust-

able Standards and concealed hangers. Completc, with soap

dishes, wringer holder, compression faucets, waste pipe, strainers

with stopper, and "P" trap.

Dimension«

Sizc 26x26" Depth 1W Floor to top of rim adjustable from 30H" to 35H".

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Closet Combinations

with straight supply pipe, vitreous ™th straight supply pipe vitreous

China wash down syphon bowl and china reverse trap wash down sy-

white seat phon bowl and white seat.

F-1359

Enameled IT'OHLER All Over Enameled
complete, F-1321-A tank complete, with

with straight supply pipe, vitreous straight supply pipe, vitreous china

china syphon jet bowl and white seat. syphon jet bowl and white seat.

F-1355

KOHLER All Over
F-1315-HA tank

Can be furnishcd with push button action fittings. angle supply pipe and
seats in other finishes.

F-1321-A tank can be furnished with any of our bowls.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Bathroom Accessories

F-1940

KOHLER mirror with l%"

white enameled wood
frame.

Sizes

12x18" 16x20" 18x24"

14x20" 16x24" 20x30"

Can be furnished with W' nickel platcd

brass frame.

F-1940

F-1968

KOHLER white finished

steel cabinet for build-

ing 3%" into wall, with mir-

ror and glass shelves. Cabi-

net is reversible for installing

with hinges on either side.

F-1970 as above for hanging on wall.

Dimension* (over all)

F-1968 21x27x5"

F-1970 21 Hx27Hx5K"
F-1968

F-1978 F-1998

KOHLER vitreous china
shelf and posts.

Sizes 18x5" 24x5" 30x5" 36x5"

KOHLER vitreous china

hand rail with 1%" bar.

F-2004 Towel bar same as above with 1"

bar.

Sizes: F-1998
F-2004

F-2042

12" 18"
18" 24" 30" 36" 48"

F-2042

KOHLER nickel plated brass sponge and
soap holder to hang over rim of bath

tub. Fittings for rims wider thanW made
to order.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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Bathroom Accessories

F-2031

K

F-2031

ished bathroom

stool with rub-

ber tips.

Height 16"

Diameter \W

F-2047

OHLER KOHLER
china soap hold-

er and hand rail

for building 2%"

into wall.

Size of flange 6x6" F-2047

F-2048

KOHLER vitreous china

soap holder for building

2 %" into wall.

Size of flange 6x6"

F-2060

KOHLER vitreous china
wall tumbler holder and

tumbler. Also used for hold-
ing tooth brushes.

F-2066

KOHLER
vitreous

robe hook.

F-2071

KOHLER
vitreous

roll toilet pa-
per holder.

UPER101

• y
ClEAHSrt

F-2080

KOHLER Superior Cleans-
er for cleaning and puri-

fying enameled plumbing
wäre, tiling, silver, nickel,

brass, china, porcelain, etc.

Will not injure any enamel
finish.

It's in the Kohler Enamel
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